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Chapter 104: The Growth Of The Pets 

Ding! 

[You have cooked [Giant Black Horned Wild Boar Premium Meatloaf] x10] 

[You gained 3000 EXP] 

[You have cooked [Giant Black Horned Wild Boar Meat Tomato Sauce Pasta] x20] 

[You gained 4500 EXP] 

[You have cooked [Giant Black Horned Wild Boar Meat and Bone Potato Stew] x10] 

[You gained 5500 EXP] 

[Total EXP earned: 13000] 

[You acquired the [Novice Chef] Title!] 

[Novice Chef] 

Acquisition Conditions: Cook over 50 Dishes with different ingredients. 

Equip Bonus: +60 HP, +60 MP, +500 Cooking Proficiency, Grants Minor Special Effects to Cooked Food. 

A Title given to a Chef that has advanced enough in their career that they can be called novices! You've 

cooked over 50 dishes with different ingredients, it seems you're actually going serious about this, good 

luck! Make sure to hunt as many monsters as possible to cook and taste! 

Woah, amazing! I got a new Title and a lot of EXP! Now I need around 4k more EXP to reach Level 20, I 

knew that cooking this delicious and premium Boar meat would be the way to reach max level… Hehe! I 

can't believe it worked so wondrously at the end; this is fantastic. And thanks to [Revered Figure] any 

Title I get instantly gets added as a passive effect… isn't this broken? Maybe my way to grow stronger 

could be by trying to hoard as many Title as possible! 

…Well, they're not easy to get, so there will be a challenge in getting each one. Maybe I should research 

the conditions needed to get certain Titles. For now, getting +60 to HP and MP seems very sweet, the 

more Mana I can get, the better! My strongest magic uses a lot of MP, so this is nicely welcomed. 

Also, I get +500 in Cooking Proficiency, which seems to be something like a passive Stat that cannot be 

seen… Alongside other proficiency-related stats and everything else. Anyways, with this done, I am very 

close to leveling up to Level 20! But it took us to cook a lot though. 

There are twenty mushrooms in the Brigade, so I had to cook more meatloaf, pasta, and tomato sauce 

alongside more stew as well, it was all for them though and they ended happy. The food was delicious, 

the boar meat was so flavorful and rich that I couldn't contain myself as I ate it, I couldn't get enough 

even with my Satiation already at full! 
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Belle, Loki, and Silver were also digging in happily. Silver had evolved after she reached Level 10, just as I 

had speculated, she became bigger, and gained a large silver horn coming from her forehead, something 

the other Lake Snake lacked, she had evolved into a rare breed of her species, and got a nice assortment 

of skills as well. Since then she had been leveling for a while, and her level cap is now 30 like my two 

summons, although she's below their level. 

[Monster Name]: [Silver] 

[Monster Race]: [Silver-horned Lake Snake]: [Lv14/30] 

[Monster Affection]: [Lv6/10] 

[Satiation]: [76/100] 

[HP]: [360/360] 

[MP]: [90/90] 

[STR]: [180] 

[VIT]: [160] 

[DEX]: [110] 

[AGI]: [90] 

[INT]: [70] 

[WIS]: [50] 

[LUC]: [20] 

[Race Skills: 5/10] 

[Water Dragon Descendant: Lv2], [Boiling Water Breath: Lv5], [Silver Dragon Scales: Lv2], [Fear-Inducing 

Presence: Lv2], [Water Magic: Lv2] 

[Equipment] 

None 

Despite that, she's very strong! Her Level might be just 14, but her stats are amazing, of course, she's 

bad at INT, WIS, and LUC, kind of… But she still got Water Magic so I'm guessing she'll get better. Her MP 

is not the best though, but her HP, STR, VIT, DEX, and AGI are all good and decent. Her great stats must 

be related to being a dragon descendant, unlike the other summons whose race skills had yet to level up 

due to needing to evolve, she evolved early from her infant stage, so she got a free level up on that very 

important Skill [Water Dragon Descendant] making her substantially stronger. 

Although her WIS is not the best so she can't sustain magic damage that well, she got [Silver Dragon 

Scales] that lowers damage received from magic-type attacks by a certain percentage with each level, 

and also adds elemental resistance! It is a unique skill that dragons seem to be able to acquire, her silver 

scales are also special, more than other dragons, which grant her natural elemental resistance to most 

common elements of nature. Can Silver get any more amazing? 



Well… yes, her Boiling Water Spray evolved into Boiling Water Breath, and it became an amazing and 

massive attack that can easily boil alive her foes at close distance or even at long range if she 

concentrates the water well enough and fires it in a straight and thin line, she can even pierce through 

trees with that sort of attack. 

Oh yeah, and as I mentioned earlier, she acquired Water Magic, which makes her amazing at using 

water magic, of course. With that, she can control water to a small extent, although as of now she only 

got three spells [Water Bullet], [Water Bubble], and [Spiraling Water Arrow], the last one is the 

strongest offensive-wise, and the second is the only magic defense she got for now, nonetheless, it is 

pretty impressive and I am quite proud of her. 

With her, we can get water anywhere we go too so it is not a problem anymore, yay! …And anyways, 

Belle and Loki had yet to evolve or anything, but they're also super strong themselves. 

[Summon Name]: [Belle] 

[Race]: [White Goat: Lv16/30] 

[Satiation]: [77/100] 

[HP]: [550/550] 

[MP]: [120/120] 

[STR]: [270] 

[VIT]: [215] 

[DEX]: [175] 

[AGI]: [160] 

[INT]: [40] 

[WIS]: [55] 

[LUC]: [60] 

[Race Skills: 8/10] 

[Farm Animal: Goat: Lv1], [Charge: Lv7], [Horn Attack: Lv5], [Milk Production: Lv3], [Berserk Mode: Lv4], 

[Aura Attack: Lv3], [Unstoppable Strength: Lv3], [Kicking Arts: Lv2] 

[Equipment] 

[Lucky Bell] 

[Lake Snake Scale Armor] 

[Lake Snake Scale Helmet] 

[Lake Snake Scale Horn Armor] 



Here's Belle's Status, not only her stats went insanely high after so many level ups, but her Skills also 

increased in level an insane amount of times. Her strongest skill is Charge, but the others are not bad at 

all, [Kicking Arts: Lv2] was also learned, helping her at kicking foes even better and strongly. She's a beat 

of a goat, and I love her. She's probably my strongest fighter and she's stronger than me physically as 

well thanks to her Skills buffing her through the roof, haha… 

As if Belle wasn't spoiled enough, we had crafted her a very rough set of equipment to protect her from 

physical and even some magical damage using the scales of the Lake Snake, I also added some 

ornaments over her horns which enhance her piercing and attack power when she uses Charge and 

Horn Attack, making her even deadlier than before, she had truly become a war goat by this point! 


